SOUNDSCAPE
SoundScape is a program that lets you:
• define a room, with approximate dimensions
• add sounds, which can be either:
• in the room at a certain distance (like someone speaking in the room);
• outside the room and heard through a partition (like traffic, or someone
speaking outside the room); or
• “diffuse” sounds that are throughout the room (like air‐conditioning noise)
• select the type of partition that an outside sound is heard through, from a standard
list, and calculate the sound level of the source when heard inside the room
• add absorbing surfaces and their area, from a standard list, and calculate the
resulting reverberation time
• listen to the resulting sounds as they would be heard in the room.
It is intended to help you understand what your room will sound like, and adjust the sound to
make it as you want.

USING SOUNDSCAPE

To start a new project:
1. File / New Project
2. Set room dimensions
(approx. is OK) and R.T.
if not using the default
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To add a background sound:
1. Click here
2. Select sound
from library

3. Select the sound’s location
4. Set the sound’s SPL

5. Push OK

To add a sound path through a partition:
1. Click here
2. Select “Through
a Partition”

3. Set the distance between the listener (in
the room) and the partition

6. Push OK

Leave this on
unless the
listener can’t see
the partition or
source

4. Set the size of the partition (if not
rectangular, use approximate size keeping
the area correct)
5. Set the material used for the partition
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To add a sound path from one point in the
room:

Select “Room, at
a Distance”

To add a sound path representing a diffuse
source that’s everywhere in the room:

Just select this

Set the distance

To connect a sound source to a sound path:
1. Click here

2. Drag to here and release

This shows the SPL
from that source

IF IT DOESN’T CONNECT:
This probably means the source and the path aren’t compatible.
‐ A “Point In Room” source can only be connected to a “In room, at a distance” path
‐ A “Diffuse Source In Room” source can only be connected to a “Diffuse Sound Through Room”
path
‐ A source in an adjacent room or the external environment can only be connected to a “Through a
partition” path
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To listen to the sounds:
To hear the sounds, push “Play”

To stop, push “Pause”

This meter will show
whether the sound is
overloading the
computer’s audio
system. If so, you need
to make it less loud.

1. Click here

To set reverberation time:

2. Room volume is
automatically
calculated from room
dimensions entered
3. Add each wall / ceiling /
floor surface by clicking
here – see next screenshot

4. Click OK when step 3 is complete, and the
main menu will be populated with updated
RT values taking into account surfaces
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Adding a surface:

1. Name
2. Area
3. Material

NOTE:
After updating the reverberation time, the RT values shown on the main screen will change.
However, on some installations, for some reason this doesn’t change the sound that you hear
when pushing “Play”. If this happens, you need to manually type over the six RT values shown
in the “ROOM” box on the main screen – just type in the same value that is shown in each box.
The sound should now reflect the reverberation values shown in the box.
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